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AIR FORCE DISCHARGE REVIEW BOARD DECISIONAL RATIONALE
CASE NUMBER

FD-2003-00529


GENERAL:   The applicant appeals for upgrade of discharge to honorable  and to change her reenlistment code.

The applicant was offered a personal appearance before the Discharge Review Board (DRB) but declined to exercise this right.

The attached brief contains available pertinent data on the applicant and the factors leading to the discharge.

FINDINGS:  Upgrade of discharge and change of reenlistment code are denied.

The Board  finds that  neither  the  evidence  of record  nor that provided  by  the  applicant  substantiates  an inequity or impropriety that would justify a change of discharge.

Issues.  Applicant was discharged for minor disciplinary infractions.  The records indicated the applicant received two Articles  15, two Letters of Reprimand, three Letters of Counseling, and two Records of Individual Counseling for misconduct.  Her infractions included dormitory room inspection failures, failure to complete training requirements, insubordination and disrespectful conduct toward her First Sergeant, failure to obey direct orders, and numerous instances of dereliction of duty.  Applicant contends her chain of command "hassled" her and disciplined her unnecessarily because she was unhappy in her career field and wanted to cross-train.  The records review disclosed nothing to substantiate this contention and the Board found it to be without merit.  The Board noted applicant had received three Enlisted Performance Reports, two of which were "referrals."  The reports noted she was a marginal performer, lacked initiative and attention to detail, and failed to meet proficiency in core tasks.  The DRB opined that through the unit's  many administrati ve actions, the applicant had ample opportunities to change her negative behavior but  failed to avail herself of these.  The Board concluded the misconduct was a significant departure from conduct expected of all military members and the characterization of the discharge received by the applicant was found to be appropriate.  The Board found no evidence of impropriety or inequity in this case on which to base an upgrade of discharge.

Applicant cited her desire to return to military service as justification  for upgrade.  While the Board commends applicant on this desire and is sympathetic to the impact her reenlistment code on the applicant, this is not a matter of inequity or impropriety that warrants an upgrade.

CONCLUSIONS: The Discharge Review Board concludes that the discharge was consistent with the procedural and substantive requirements of the discharge regulation and was within the discretion of the discharge authority and that the applicant was provided full administrative due process.

In view of the foregoing findings the Board further concludes that there exists no legal or equitable basis for upgrade of discharge, thus the applicant's discharge should not be changed.

Attachment: Examiner's Brief


